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Abstract 

A multiset (or Petri net) semantics is defined for the n-calculus with replication. The semantic 
mapping is a strong bisimulation, and structurally congruent processes have the same semantics. 
This paper is readable without knowledge of Petri nets. 

1. Introduction 

The k-calculus has recently been introduced as an extension of CCS to mobile con- 
current processes (see [19,18, 17,201). As for CCS [16], the (interleaving) semantics 
of the n-calculus is given by a transition system whose states are process terms. In 
this paper we provide a Petri net semantics for the “small A-calculus”, i.e., the subset 
of the n-calculus defined by Milner in [ 181. The main features of this subset are that 
it has no choice operator and that recursion is replaced by the more basic operation 
of replication, denoted by an exclamation mark if P is a process, then !P stands for 
a countably infinite number of concurrent copies of P. It is shown in [18] that this 
subset suffices to simulate important aspects of the L-calculus. 

Petri net semantics of process algebras has been studied in, e.g., [ 1,7,11,21,22,25]. 
In such a semantics, a Petri net is associated with each process; the idea is that this 
Petri net expresses the concurrency present in the process in a more direct way than 
the interleaving transition system. Here we wish to stress the well-known view (see, 
e.g., [7, 11, 13,221) that a Petri net, and in particular a P/T net, is just a particular kind 
of transition system, viz., one of which the states are multisets (also called markings) 
and the transition relation + satisfies the following “chemical law” (where SI, S2, and 
S are states and U is multiset union): if S1 -+ SZ, then S1 U S + SZ U S. For this 
reason, we propose the term “multiset transition system” as an alternative to “Petri 
net” (just as a “transition system” used to be called “automaton”). It has been the 
early insight of Petri that the (multi)set is exactly the datastructure that fits to the 
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notion of concurrency: a (multi)set can be viewed as the parallel composition of all its 
elements, and the communication between these elements can be modeled by (multi)set 
replacement, as formalized by the chemical law. 

The suggestive “chemical” terminology is from [2,4] where a multiset is viewed 
as a chemical soup of molecules and communication is viewed as a chemical reaction 
between molecules. But we will use Petri nets rather than the recent CHemical Abstract 
Machines (CHAMs) of [4,5], which have been less well studied. The CHAM may be 
viewed as an extension of the Petri net with the feature that an element of a multiset 
may be a multiset itself, together with the “membrane law” that allows communication 
within such an “encapsulated” multiset. In our approach this additional feature is not 
needed. Also, it remains to be seen whether an intuitively acceptable notion of parallel 
computation (called “process” in Petri net theory) can be developed for this extension. 
In fact, it seems that CHAMs are mainly used to give interleaving semantics of process 
algebra’s, in a compact fashion. 

The semantics of the “small rc-calculus” is presented in [ 181 (and in [ 171) in a 
novel way. First a structural equivalence relation is defined on process terms that 
is meant to express the fact that two processes are structurally, i.e., statically, the 
same. In other words, the processes have the same parallel structure (or flowgraph, 
see [15, 16, 19]), which roughly means that they can be decomposed into the same 
concurrent subprocesses. Then, an interleaving transition system is defined in which 
structurally equivalent processes are given the same behaviour, by definition. This sep- 
aration of “physical” structure and behaviour is intuitively clear, and simplifies the 
transition system to a large extent. In particular, the commutativity and associativity of 
parallel composition are handled on the structural level, and replication is even handled 
completely on the structural level (reducing it to parallel composition). The particu- 
lar structural equivalence relation defined for the small a-calculus in [ 181 is called 
structural congruence (because it is, in fact, a congruence). Structural laws were first 
formulated in [14,15] where they are called “laws of flow”. In [ 151 these laws were 
shown to be sound and complete, with flowgraphs as the semantical notion of paral- 
lel structure. For CCS, the corresponding structural laws are stated in Section 3.4 of 
[16] where they are called “static laws”. The idea to use structural laws to simplify 
the interleaving transition system of [ 181 was inspired by the CHAM, in which a dis- 
tinction is made between structural rules (also called heating and cooling rules) and 
reaction rules. However, the structural equivalence of the CHAM usually fails to be a 
congruence. 

In this paper, we define one “large” multiset transition system (or Petri net), called 
Mrr, and we define a (compositional) semantic mapping that associates a state of 
Mrc with each process of the small n-calculus. Thus, the meaning of a process is a 
multiset (or marking of the net Mn); intuitively, it is the multiset of all its concurrent 
subprocesses. The Petri net Mrc has one type of transition only, which corresponds 
to the basic action in the small rc-calculus: a communication between two concurrent 
subprocesses. In this way MB is similar to the “object-oriented” interleaving transition 
system of the small z-calculus. Our main results on this semantics are: 
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(A) the semantic mapping is a strong bisimulation between the interleaving transition 
system of the small z-calculus and the multiset transition system Mn, and 

(B) if two processes of the small rc-calculus are structurally congruent, then they are 
mapped to the same state of Mn by the semantic mapping. 

Result (A) ensures that a process and its corresponding multiset in Mrr have the 
same interleaving behaviour. Result (B) means that two processes that have the same 
parallel structure (as defined in [18]) also have the same multiset semantics. Due to 
the way in which the interleaving transition system of the small rr-calculus is defined 
in [18], as discussed above, result (B) is needed in the proof of result (A). 

Our semantics satisfies the two requirements for a Petri net semantics to be a “good” 
semantics as formulated by Olderog in Section 3.6 of [22]. The first requirement is 
that the interleaving semantics should be “retrievable” from the Petri net semantics in 
the sense that they should be strongly bisimilar; this is exactly result (A). The second 
requirement is that the Petri net semantics should reflect the “intended concurrency”. 
Although its formalization in [22] is not applicable here, we believe intuitively that it 
is fulfilled, i.e., we claim that the Petri net semantics that we provide for the small rc- 
calculus, models the intended concurrent behaviour of the processes of the n-calculus. 
This claim is, in fact, more important than result (A). 

We note here that, in our opinion, the two CHAMs proposed in [4] for the small 
n-calculus both fail to satisfy the first requirement, due to their heating rules. Also, 
when viewed as Petri nets (as they probably should not), they fail to satisfy the second 
requirement, the first CI-IAM because it uses cooling rules to implement a-conversion, 
and the second CHAM because it has a non-distributed name server. However, the 
second CHAM is strongly related to our multiset semantics; in fact, our semantic 
mapping may be viewed as a one-stroke implementation of its heating rules. 

The semantic mapping associates a multiset S in Mrc with each process term P. 
Intuitively, S is the decomposition of P into its concurrent subprocesses. Thus, the 
semantic mapping is similar to the decomposition mappings of [7,22]. However, as 
opposed to [7,22], it is compositional with respect to all the operations of the process 
algebra and thus also decomposes all (guarded) subterms of P. Another difference is 
that it decomposes into multisets rather than sets; roughly speaking, if P does not 
contain concurrent subprocesses, then P 1 P is decomposed into the multiset {P,P}. 
Thus, we consider nonsafe Petri nets. The advantages of nonsafe nets have been pointed 
out in [ 111; parallel computations (or “processes”) of such nets have been studied in 
[12] (see also [8]). A third, essential, difference with [7,22] is that it is impossible to 
reconstruct P from S; in fact, such a reconstruction would contradict result (B). 

In this paper, and in its sequel paper [lo], we wish to put forward, in addition to the 
requirements of Olderog, a third desirable property of the type of Petri net semantics 
considered here (in which a state of a fixed multiset transition system is associated 
with each process term). We would like two processes to have the same multiset 
semantics if and only if they have the same parallel structure. This means that the 
multiset semantics would describe both the parallel structure and the parallel behaviour 
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of processes, separated in as clear a fashion as in the interleaving semantics of the 
small rr-calculus, as discussed above. In general, it seems difficult for this property 
to be satisfied; in fact, often syntactical information about the concurrent subprocesses 
of a process P has to be incorporated into the elements of the multiset S associated 
with P, in order to guarantee correct communication between these subprocesses in S 
(as in [7,22]). In such cases, processes with the same parallel structure need not have 
the same multiset semantics. We claim that for our semantics the property holds: two 
processes of the small n-calculus are mapped to the same state of MA if and only if 
they have the same parallel structure. This claim cannot be proved formally, because 
the notion of “parallel structure” is, in general, an intuitive one. Of course, result (B) 
supports the claim: structurally congruent processes (as defined in [ 181) certainly have 
the same parallel structure. However, it turns out that the converse of (B) does not 
hold. Thus, the laws of structural congruence of the small rr-calculus are sound, but 
not complete relative to the multiset semantics. In accordance with the above claim, 
we suggest that the structural congruence is extended in such a way that (B) does hold 
in both directions. In fact, we present four natural structural laws that are not valid 
for structural congruence in the small n-calculus. After extending structural congruence 
with these new laws, it is easy to see that results (A) and (B) still hold, and we show 
in [lo] that result (B) now even holds in both directions (i.e., the laws of structural 
congruence are now sound and complete relative to the multiset semantics, and thus 
structural congruence now captures the notion of parallel structure, according to the 
above claim). Moreover, it is shown in [lo] that structural congruence is decidable 
(which does not seem to be known without the extension, cf. [ 181); since structural 
equivalence is a static, “physical”, property, its decidability is desirable (even more so 
because the interleaving transition system is based on it). 

(A’) The semantic mapping is a strong bisimulation between the interleaving tran- 
sition system of the extended small rc-calculus and the multiset transition system Mrr, 

(B’) two processes of the extended small rc-calculus are structurally congruent if and 
only if they have the same semantics in Mrr, and 

(C’) it is decidable, for two processes of the extended small rc-calculus, whether or 
not they are structurally congruent (i.e., have the same semantics in Mn). 

We note that results (A) and (A’) imply that each process P of the small rr-calculus is 
strongly bisimilar with process P in the extended small rc-calculus. Thus, the proposed 
extension of structural congruence does not change the interleaving behaviour of the 
processes (modulo strong bisimilarity). This means that both versions of the interleaving 
transition system of the small rr-calculus are equivalent, and, because of result (B’), 
the extended version is to be preferred. 

Note also that result (B’) is similar to the result of [ 151. It strengthens that result in 
two aspects. First, structural congruence is a congruence with respect to all the operators 
of the calculus (as opposed to the one of [15] where only the “static” operators of CCS 
are considered: parallel composition, restriction, and relabeling). Thus, our multisets 
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generalize the flowgraphs of CCS to some kind of “nested flowgraphs”. Second, the 
multisets are the states of a transition system (as opposed to the flowgraphs of [ 151). 

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 contains the definition of the 
small rc-calculus. In Section 3 we discuss multisets and multiset transition systems. 
In Section 4 we define the multiset n-calculus Mrc and discuss its basic properties. 
Section 5 contains the definition of the multiset semantics of the small z-calculus, i.e., 
the relation between process terms and the states of Mrt. In Section 6 we state the 
main results. Section 7 contains the proofs of results (A), (B), (A’), and the only-if 
part of (B’). The if part of result (B’), and result (C’), are proved in the sequel paper 
POI. 

A previous version of this paper was published in the Proceedings of CONCUR’93 
[91. 

2. The small x-calculus 

We briefly recall the definition of the small rc-calculus from [18]. 
Let N be an infinite set of names. The context-free syntax for process terms is as 

follows (where we use a comma rather than 1 to separate alternatives): 

P ::= Xy.P )  x(y).P )  0) P 1 P) !P )  (vy)P 

with x,y E N. The strings Xy and x(y) are called guur& The y in x(y).P and in 
(vy)P binds all free occurrences of y in P. We denote by h(P) the set of names that 
occur free in process P; thus, h(P) C N. 

Informally, process jsy.P sends the name y along the link x and then continues 
as process P, and process x(y).P receives any name z along the link x and then 
continues as process P[z/y], where P[z/y] denotes the result of substituting z for all 
free occurrences of y in P (renaming bound names where necessary, as usual). Parallel 
composition of processes P and Q is denoted P ] Q as usual in CCS, and 0 is the 
inactive process; (vy)P is the restriction of y to P, denoted P\y in CCS. Finally, the 
process !P is the replication of process P and abbreviates P 1 P I P ) . . . . 

Structural congruence, denoted E, is the smallest congruence over the set of all 
process terms such that 

(a) P E Q whenever P and Q are c+convertible, 

(1.1) PIOEP, 

(1.2) PlQ-QIP, 
(1.3) f’l(QlW=V’IQ>lR 
(2.1) (VX)(VY)P = (VYNVXP, 

(2.2) (vx)P E P provided x @ fn(P), 

(2.3) (vx)(P I Q) = P I (vx)Q provided x @ fn(P), and 

(3.1) !P E P 1 !P. 
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As usual, two terms are cr-convertible if they are the same modulo a renaming of bound 
names. In [18], structural law (2.2) is stated as its special case (vx)O E 0. However, as 
shown in [ 181, the general case can easily be proved from this, together with structural 
laws (1.1) and (2.3): if x $! fn(P), then 

(vx)P E (vx)(P 1 0) E P 1 (vx)O E P 1 0 5 P. 

The states of the transition system of the small rt-calculus are all process terms, and 
its transition relation + (also called reduction) is the smallest relation satisfying the 
following (SOS) axiom and rules: 

COM: 4~)~ I xz.Q -+ WYI I Q 
PAR: If P + P’, then P I Q + P’ ( Q 

RES: If P + P’, then (vy)P + (vy)P’ 

STRUCT: If Q z P, P 4 P’, and P’ z Q’, then Q -+ Q’. 

The COM rule formalizes the synchronous communication between two processes along 
link x, during which the name z is sent from Q to P (where it replaces y). The 
STRUCT rule embodies the idea that structurally congruent processes have the same 
behaviour. 

In [ 181 the replication !P of process P is said to “stand for P I P I . . a, as many 
concurrent instances of P as you like”. This is a rather vague statement, which might 
seem to refer to the structural law !P E P I !P as allowing one to take as many 
instances of P as one likes off !P. However, “taking off’ is something dynamic rather 
than static. The only way in which the above law can be true for the static structure of 
!P is by viewing !P as infinitely many instances of P in parallel. Thus, we conclude 
that “as many as you like” means “infinitely many”. 

3. Multiset transition systems 

Since !P represents a (countably) infinite number of concurrent copies of P, i.e., 
!P=PIPjPI*.., we need multisets in which elements may occur infinitely many 
times. We will consider countable multisets only. 

A multiset S is a countable set Ds together with a mapping $JS : Ds + N U {co}, 
where N = { 1,2,3,. . .} is the set of all positive integers. For d E Ds, r&(d) is the 
multiplicity of d in S. By convention, we also define &(x) = 0 for any object x that 
is not in Ds. Note that every countable set A can be viewed as the multiset S with 
Ds = A and &(a) = 1 for every a E A. For a set D, S is said to be a multiset 
over D if Ds G D. Intuitively, a multiset S is a bag that contains &(d) copies of each 
element d of Ds (where “w copies” means: a countably infinite number of copies). 
The union of multisets S and S’, denoted S US’, is defined by: Dsust = Ds U Dsf and 
&s/(d) = &(d) + &f(d), where, for n E N U {O,w}, n + w = o + n = co. A similar 
definition holds for arbitrary (countable) union: if Si is a multiset for every i E I, where 
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I is a countable index set, then their union S = UiG1 Sj is defined by: Ds = UjEI Ds, 
and &(d) = & &(d), where, for ni E N U (0, o}, cicI ni is defined as follows: 
let Pos = {i E I ] ni # 0); if Pos is infinite, then CiGl ni = o, and otherwise 

CiEI 4 = CiePos ni. Note that if ni = o for some i E I, then CiEIni = o. In fact, 
‘& ni is defined in such a way that if the cardinality of a set Ai is ni (where o stands 
for cardinality No) and the Ai are mutually disjoint, then the cardinality of &Ai is 
CiEr ni (where, intuitively, Ai is a set of ni copies of some element of a multiset). 
From this it can easily be seen that multiset union is commutative and associative. 

A transition system is a tuple (Q,-) where Q is a set of states and -t is a binary 
relation on Q, called the transition relation. Note that we restrict ourselves here to 
unlabeled transition systems. 

A multiset transition system (or multiset rewriting system) is a tuple (D, T) where 
D is a set and T is a set of basic transitions, which are pairs (Si,&) where Si and & 
are multisets over D. Such a multiset transition system (D, T) is viewed as a transition 
system (Q, -) where Q is the set of all multisets over D, and + is the smallest 
relation on Q that contains the relation T and is closed under union with a multiset. 
More precisely, the transition relation -+ is defined by the following axiom and rule 
(where Si,&,S are multisets over D): 

(1) if (Si,&) E T, then & + &, and 
(2) if Sr -+ &, then Si US 4 & US. 

Axiom (1) is the “reaction law” and rule (2) is the “chemical law” of the CHemical 
Abstract Machine of Berry and Boudol [4]. Intuitively, a basic transition (Si,&) E T 
models a local communication between the elements of 81, as a result of which they 
turn into the elements of S2. The above two laws express the locality or “context- 
freeness” of such communications: if there is a basic transition from Si to S2 then that 
transition can take place in any “context” S. In fact, it follows from associativity of 
multiset union that, for states S’ and S”, S’ + S” if and only if there exist S, Sr, & 
such that S’ = Si U S, S” = S2 U S, and (St,&) E T. 

This last fact means that a multiset transition system (D, T) is the same as a (possibly 
infinite) Place/Transition net, see [23]. D is the set of places of the net and T is its 
set of transitions. Multisets of places are the markings of the net, and the chemical 
law defines the firing of a (basic) transition in a marking. Hence, the transition system 
(Q, +) is the (sequential) case graph of the Place/Transition net. 

For the reader familiar with Petri nets, we note that our multiset transition system is 
in fact slightly more general than the P/T net because it allows multiplicity o. Since 
the multiplicities of the places in the multisets of a (basic) transition correspond to 
the weights on the arcs of the net, it corresponds to a P/T net that allows infinitely 
many tokens on a place, and infinite weights on the arcs. With the chemical law, in 
such a net the firing of a transition t = (S,, &) in a given marking for which it is 
enabled, need not lead to a unique new marking, because o - o may have any value. 
However, if no element of Si has multiplicity o (i.e., the weights of the input arcs 
of t are not o), then the new marking is unique. In this paper we will only consider 
such transitions (but elements of S2 may well have multiplicity w). 
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Apart from union we need the following operation on multisets. For a multiset S 
over D and a mapping h : D -+ E, the image of S under h, denoted h(S), is the 
multiset over E defined by: Dh(s) = h(Ds) and &(s)(e) = ‘&_+,) &(d). 

Note that h(Ds) is the usual image of the set Ds under h. In fact, for sets S and T, 
the notations h(S) and S U T are ambiguous, because they may be interpreted as the 
usual operations on sets or as the operations on multisets defined above (because every 
set is also viewed as a multiset). And in general the results will be different. In what 
follows it should always be clear from the context which of the two interpretations is 
meant. 

We will use two basic properties of the image operation. First, if S and T are 
multisets over D, and h : D + E, then h(S U T) = h(S) U h(T). A similar result holds 
for countable unions: if Si is a multiset over D for every i E I, then h(Ui,, Si) = 
UiEI h(Si). Second, if S is a multiset over D, hl : D -+ E, and h2 : E + F, then 

(A2 0 hl )(S) = hz(ht(V). 

4. The multiset a-calculus 

We now introduce a specific multiset transition system, that we call the multiset 
n-calculus, denoted Mn. 

Let N be the set of names of the rc-calculus. Let New be an uncountably infinite set 
of new names, disjoint with N. These new names will be used to cope with restriction. 
The notion of guard is extended accordingly: from now on, a guard is a string of 
the form x(y) or Xz with x,z E N U New and y E N. To get rid of u-conversion 
we will employ a variant of the idea of De Bruijn ([6], see also [3, Appendix C]) 
to use numbers instead of bound names, in a systematic way to be explained. For 
this reason we define a schematic guard to be a string of the form x(-) or Xz with 
x,z~NUNewuN. 

Taking over the chemical terminology of [2,4], the states of Mrt are called solutions, 
which are multisets of molecules, defined in a mutually recursive way as follows: 

(1) A solution is a multiset over the set of molecules. 
(2) A molecule is a pair g.S, where g is a schematic guard and S is a solution. 

Note that the recursion starts with the empty solution 0. Note also that the ordered pair 
(g,S) is written as g.S in order to remain closer to the syntax of the small rr-calculus. 

The operation of forming a multiset stands for (possibly infinite) parallel compo- 
sition, which is commutative and associative. The schematic guards should be inter- 
preted in the same way as in the small rr-calculus, where it is understood that each 
occurrence of a number i in a solution or molecule is bound by the ith schematic 
guard x(-) that has this occurrence of i in its scope, counting from the outside 
in (as opposed to [6] where one counts from the inside out). As an example, S = 
{~(-).(iz.0,i(-).(~2.0,iz.0}},~(-).{iz.0},ny.0} is a solution consisting of the three 
molecules ml = x(-).{iz.B,l(-).{~2.0,iz.0}}, rnz = y(-).{iz.(d}, and rn3 = Xy.0. 
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Fig. 1. Solutions S and S’ consisting of three and two molecules, respectively. 

Also, ml = x(-).5$ where Sr = (iz.0, m4) with m4 = l(-).S4 and S4 is the solution 
consisting of the two molecules 72.0 and 12.0. A picture of S is given in Fig. 1. 
The multiset S will be the semantics of (among others) the process term x(u).(ikO 1 
u(u).(jk~O 1 uZ.0)) 1 (y(w).i%.O 1 ~y.0) which also shows how to interpret the binding 
of the numbers. Note that there exist solutions in which numbers occur that are not 
bound to any schematic guard; such solutions will not be the semantics of process 
terms (an example of such a solution is & = {iz.B,l(-).{~2.$,fz.$}}, viewed on its 
own: the first 1 is not in the scope of any x( -), the same is true for the second 1, 
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and the 2 is not in the scope of two x(-)‘s). A molecule g.S is similar to a molecule 
with a “subsolution” S in the CHemical Abstract Machine of [4]. However, for readers 
familiar with the CHAM, we stress that we will not adopt the “membrane law” of 
the CHAM, i.e., there cannot be any activity within a subsolution (just as there is no 
activity within the subterm P of a guarded process term g.P before the action g has 
occurred). 

More formally, the sets Sol and Mol of solutions and molecules, respectively, are 
the smallest sets such that (1) B,(Mol) C Sol, and (2) G x Sol C Mol, where B,(Mol) 
is the set of all multisets over Mol, and G is the set of all schematic guards. More 
informally, one may also view a molecule as an unordered rooted directed tree that has 
no infinite directed path starting at the root, and of which the, countably many, nodes 
are labeled with schematic guards. A solution can be viewed in the same way, except 
that the root is unlabeled. The operation g.S consists of labeling the root of S with 
g, and the operation of forming a multiset S of molecules consists of taking a new 
root for S and connecting it with the roots of all (mutually disjoint) molecules. Every 
solution S that will be the semantics of a process term, will have bounded depth, i.e., 
there is a constant k (depending on S) such that every directed path from the root to 
a leaf has length at most k. 

To define the transitions of M~F we need to define the notion of substitution of 
names for names in solutions. Since solutions do not contain bound variables, such a 
substitution amounts to a straightforward change of names. We also need to increase 
and decrease the numbers that occur in a solution; this is a straightforward change of 
numbers. From the point of view of labeled trees these operations consist of a simple 
relabeling of the nodes. With the recursive definition of solutions and molecules, they 
can be defined recursively, as follows. Let, in general, f be an arbitrary mapping of 
N U New U N into itself. Then f is recursively extended to a mapping f” on solutions 
and a mapping f p on molecules as follows: 

f”(s) = fp(s), the image of S under f fl (with f p restricted to Ds), 
ffl(x(-).S) = f(x)(-).f"(S) and fp(Zz.s) = fof(z).f"(S). 

For the (usual) definition of the image of a multiset under a mapping, see Section 3. 
Whenever there will be no danger for confusion, we will denote both f” and f@ 
also by f. Note that, by the first basic property of multisets mentioned at the end of 
Section 3, for solutions Si, f (5'1 U ST) = f(&) U f (&) and f (u,, 5'i) = Ui,-, f (Si). 

We now define the mappings inc, dec, [z/y]: N U New U N -+ N U New U N, for 
z, y E N U New U N, as follows (where [z/y] is written postfix): 

inc(x) = x + 1 for x E N, inc(x) = x for x E N U New, 
dec(x)=x-1 forxEN-{l}, dec(x)=x forxENUNewU{l}, 
x[z/y] = z for x = y, x[z/y] = x for x # y. 

Thus, for a solution S, S[z/y] is the result of substituting z for all “occurrences” of 
y in S. As mentioned before, since S does not have bound names, this just means 
that every y is replaced by z. Also, inc(S) is the result of increasing all numbers that 
“occur” in S by one, and, similarly, dec(S) is the result of decreasing all numbers that 
“occur” in S (except 1) by one. 
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Consider two mappings f, h : N U New U N + N U New U N. It is straightforward to 
prove that h(f(S)) = (hof)(S) for every solution S (and similarly for every molecule). 
More formally, the extension of the composition of f and h is the composition of the 
extensions of f and h, i.e., (h of )" = h" of and (ho f )fl = hfl of p. The proof is by 
induction on the recursive definition of solutions and molecules. First, for a solution 
S, assuming that (h o f )p(m) = P(f@(m)) f or every molecule m E Ds, one shows 
that (ho f )b(S) = h”(f”(S)). This follows from the second basic property of multisets 
mentioned at the end of Section 3. Then, for a schematic guard g and a solution S, 
assuming that (h of)“(S) = h”(f”(S)), one shows that (h o f )p(g.S) = hJ’(f a(g.S)). 

This fact can be used to prove a number of elementary properties of the functions 
inc, dec, and [z/y] in a straightforward way. Thus, for instance, for every solution 
S, dec(inc(S)) = (dec o inc)(S) = S, because dec o inc is the identity function id on 
N U New U N, and, clearly, id(S) = S. Note also that S[y/y] = S, because [y/y] = 
id. As another example, S[y/x][z/y] = S[z/y][z/x] b ecause ~Y/~I[z/YI = WYIWI 
for every u E N U New U N. Similarly, if v # x and y # x, then S[u/x][v/y] = 
S[v/y][u[v/y]/x], and if additionally u # y then S[u/x][v/y] = S[v/y][u/x]. In this 
way, all the usual substitution laws can easily be shown. Since there are no bound 
names in solutions, there is also no need for a-conversion; this makes the proofs 
straightforward. 

The multiset rc-calculus Mn is now defined to be the multiset transition system 
(Mol,T), where Mol is the set of all molecules and T consists of all the following 
basic transitions (that model communication between molecules): 

{x(-).S,Xz.S’} + dec(S[z/l]) U S’ 

where x,z E N U New and S,S’ are solutions. Note that the left-hand side multiset of 
a basic transition is always a set of two molecules. Such a basic transition models 
a communication between the molecules x(-).S and Zz.S’ through the link x. Intu- 
itively, molecule Xz.S’ sends the name z along link x and then “falls apart” into all the 
molecules of S’. Molecule x(-).S receives the name z along the link x, substitutes z 
for all occurrences of 1 in S (which are exactly all occurrences of numbers in S that 
are bound to the outermost schematic guard x(-)), decreases all remaining numbers 
in S by one (to take into account the disappearance of the schematic guard x(-)), and 
then “falls apart” into all the resulting molecules of dec(S[z/l]). 

By the chemical law, the transition relation of Mx consists of all transitions 

{x(-).S,Xz.S’} us” + dec(S[z/l]) U S’ U S”. 

As an example, S + S’ where S is the above example solution and S’ = (uz.0, y( -). 

{yi.0,y~.0),.~(-). {iz.0)), see Fig. 1. This transition is the result of a communication 
between the molecules x(-).S1 = x(-).{iz.B, l(-).{72.0,iz.B}} and Zy.0, in which 
name y is sent along link x. Molecule Xy.0 “falls apart” into the empty solution, 
i.e., it disappears. Molecule x(-).Sl “falls apart” into the two molecules p.0 and 
y( -).{j71.0,~z.Q)} of dec(S1 [y/l]), obtained from the molecules of Si by substituting 
y for 1 and 1 for 2. 
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For x E N UNew, y E N, and a solution S, the guarded molecule x(y).S is defined 
by x(y).S = x(-).inc(S)[l/y]. For x,z E N U New, the molecule Xz.S will also be 
called a guarded molecule. The example solution S can now be written with guarded 
molecules only, as {x(u).{iiz.0, u(v).{j%.0,Uz.0}}, y(w).{Wz.c)},Xy.0} which is closer to 
the process term x(u).@.0 1 u(u).(j%.O 1 Gz.0)) 1 (y(w).Wz.O ( Xy.0) of which it is the 
meaning. 

Since, for y E N and z E N U New, dec(inc(S)[l/y][z/l]) = dec(inc(S)[z/y]) = 
dec(inc(S[z/y])) = S[z/y], it follows that for all y E N, x,z E N U New, and solutions 
S, S’, 

{x(y).S,xz.S’} + S[z/y] u S’ 

is a basic transition of Mrc. Consequently, the transition relation of Mrr contains all 
transitions 

{x(y).S,Xz.S’} u s” + S[z/y] u s’ u s”. 

These transitions are actually the ones that will simulate those of the small rr-calculus. 
Note that the effect of such a transition is that the solutions S and S’ that are hidden 
(by guards) in the molecules x(y).S and ?z.S’, are added to the soup S” of molecules 
that is the current state of Mrr, after changing S into S[z/y]. 

The next lemma shows the relation between substitution and the behaviour of solu- 
tions in Mn. 

Lemma 1. Let S, T be solutions, and let y,z E N U New. Zf S -+ T in Mx, then 
S[z/y] + T[z/y] in Mn. 

Proof. The transition S + T is of the form 

{x( -).&, Fw.&} u s, + dec(St [w/l]) U SZ U S,. 

We have to show that there is a transition 

ix’<- Pl [Z/Yl,~W’.~2[Z/Yl~ u S3[4Yl -, dec(S1 b/llW~l U SMYI U Sd.4~1, 

where x’ = x[z/y] and w’ = w[z/y]. This follows from the fact that there is a basic 
transition 

{~‘~-~.~1~~/Yl,x’~‘.~2~~/Yl} + dec(& W~l[w’lW U SWYI 

and that de4S1WlW~l = deW~Wllk/~l) = ~e~~S~~~/~l~~~~/~ll~l~. 0 

We define the set occ(S) C NUNew UN of occurrences in a solution S, and similarly 
occ(m) for a molecule m, recursively as follows: 

occ(S) = U{occ(m) I m E DS}, 

occ(x( -).S) = occ(S) u {x}, and occ(Xz.S) = occ(S) U {x,z}. 
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We denote occ(S) II (N U New) by fn(S), the set of (free) names of S. Note that 
in fact all names that occur in S are free. We denote fn(S) II New by new(S), the 
set of new names of S. Note that occ(S) is countable, and hence new(S) is a proper 
subset of New (because we have assumed New to be uncountable). For the example 
solution S = {x(-).{iz.0,1(-).{~2.0,iz.0}},y(-).{iz.0},~y.0}, we have occ(S) = 
{x, y,z, 1,2}, fn(S) = {x, y,z}, and new(S) = 0. 

Obviously, occ(Sr u S2) = occ(S1) U occ(S2) and similarly for countable unions. For 
a function f from N U New U N to itself and a solution S, it can easily be shown, by 
induction on the recursive definition of S, that occ(f(S)) = f(occ(S)). This implies, 
e.g., that occ(S[z/y]) = (occ(S) - {y}) U {z 1 y E occ(S)}. Similar properties hold for 
fn and new, 

It is now straightforward to show that, during the behaviour of Mz, the set of free 
names in the solution cannot increase. For instance, for the example transition S -+ S’ 
(see Fig.l), fn(S’) = {y,z} S fn(S) = {x, y,z}. 

Lemma 2. For solutions S and T, if S -+ T in Mz, then fn(T) G fn(S). 

Proof. Consider an arbitrary transition 

{x( - ).S, Xz.S’ } u s” + dec(S[z/l]) US’ U S” 

of Mrc. Then 

fn(dec(S[z/l]) US’ U S”) 

= fn(S[z/l]) U fn(S’) U fn(S”) 

G fn(S) U {z} U fn(S’) U fh(S”) 

2 fn(S) U {x} U {x,z} U fn(S’) U fh(S”) 

= fn(x( -).S) u fn(Xz.S’) u fn(S”) 

= fil({x( -).S,,.S’} u s”). 0 

Let S, h be functions from N U New U N to itself. Obviously, the value of f(S) is 
determined by the values of f on occ(S) only. In other words, if the restrictions of f 
and h to occ(S) are equal, then f(S) = h(S). This can easily be shown by induction 
on S. It implies, e.g., that S[z/y] = S if y $4 occ(S) (because [z/y] is the identity on 
occ(S)). As another example, if y $! occ(S) then S[y/x][z/y] = S[z/x], and in particular 
~[Y/~lb/Yl = s. 

We observe now that almost all basic transitions of Mrt are of the form 

{x(y).S,Xz.S’} -+ S[z/y] u s’. 

To prove this, consider a basic transition 

{x(-).S,Xz.S’} + dec(S[z/l]) U S’ 
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and assume that occ(S) n N c N, i.e., there exists y E N such that y $! occ(S). For the 
semantics of the small x-calculus it actually suffices to consider such solutions. We 
now show that the above basic transition equals 

{x(y).T,Xz.S’} + T[z/y] u s’ 

for T = dec(S[y/l]). Note first that inc(T) = S[y/l] because 1 6 occ(S[y/l]). Now 
x(y).T = x(-).inc(T)[l/y] = x(-).S[y/l][l/y] = x(-).S because y 4 occ(S). Also, 
T[z/y] = dec(S[y/l][z/y]) = dec(S[z/l]) because y $! occ(S). 

Finally, we list some properties of guarded molecules u(x).S that are easy to prove 
(and are the usual ones). Let u, y,z E N U New and x E N. Then 

fn(4x).Si) = (fin(S) - {x)1 u {u), 
if y $! fn(S) - {x}, then (u(x).S)[z/y] = u[z/y](x).S, 

if y # x and z # x, then (u(x).S)[z/y] = u[z/y](x).S[z/y], 

if w E N - fn(S), then u(x).S = u(w).S[w/x]. 

As an example we prove the last property: u(w).S[w/x] = u(-).inc(S[w/x])[l/w] = 
u(-).inc(S)[w/x][ l/w] = u(-).inc(S)[ l/x] = u(x).S. 

5. Semantics of the s-calculus 

We have cheated a little in the introduction by saying that we will associate one 
solution S of .Mrt with every process term P. In fact, in order to treat restriction 
properly, we are forced to associate (in many cases) infinitely many solutions S with 
P. However, all these solutions can be obtained from each other by a bijective renaming 
of the new names occurring in them. 

We will write P + S to indicate that the solution S of Mrt is associated with the 
process term P. Thus, we will define a relation + between the process terms of the 
small n-calculus and the solutions of the multiset x-calculus. 

The semantic relation + is defined to be the smallest relation that satisfies the 
following compositional requirements: 

(SO) 0*0 
(Sl) IfPi+-& andPz+&,thenPi IP2+SiUSz 

provided new($) II new($) = 0 

(S2) If P =b- S, then (vx)P =s S[n/x] provided n E New - new(S) 

(S3) If P + S and g is a guard, then gP + {g.S} 

(S4) If P + Si for all i E N, then !P + UiEN Si 
provided new(&) fY new(Sj) = 0 for all i # j. 
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In (S3), g is of course a guard over N, i.e., one that contains no new names. Note that 
by rule (S3) Xz.P is translated into {Xz.S}, and x(y).P is translated into {x(y).S} which 
abbreviates {x( -).inc(S)[ l/y]}. Rules (Sl ) and (S4) translate parallel composition and 
replication into multiset union, and rule (SO) translates the inactive process into the 
empty multiset. 

It is straightforward to prove, by induction on the structure of P, that if P =+- S, 
then fn(P) = fn(S) n N. The names in new(S) = fn(S) fl New are all introduced to 
get rid of the restrictions in P, through rule (S2). Intuitively, the name x of (vx)P, of 
which the scope is restricted to P, is replaced by a completely new name n with a 
global scope. 

Lemma 3. Zf P + S, then f%(P) = fn(S) n N. 

Process terms P and Q are multiset congruent, denoted P E,,, Q, if 

{S I P * S) = {S I Q +- S}, 

i.e., if P and Q have the same multiset semantics in Mrr. It is immediate from the 
compositional definition of the semantic relation =+ that G,,, is a congruence. 

Let us consider some examples of the semantic relation P + S. As a first example, 
let 

P = (x(w).w(y).w(z).yz.o ] x(w).O) ] ((vU)(EGyi.Iiz~.o) I (vu)(xu.iiyz.~zz.o)). 

Then P =+ S, where 

s = {x(w).{w(y).{w(z).{~z.0}}},x(w).0,~n.(~.0}}}, 

and n and m are distinct new names. Note that, in more detail, 

S = {x(-).{1(-).{1(-).{Z3.0}}},x(-).0,~n.{~y~.{~~.0}},~m.{~y~.{~z~.0}}}. 

As a second example, we observe the big difference between !(vx)Q and (vx)(!Q). 
Let Q = yxx(z).O. Then 

!(vx)Q = !(vx)(Vxx(z).O) +- {jk~.{n~(z).0},~n;,.{n~(z).0},~n~.{n~(z).0}, . . .}, 

where the ni are distinct new names, i E N. But 

(vx)(!Q) = (vx)(!~xx(z).O) + {~n.{n(z).0},j%z.{n(z).0},j%.{n(z).0}, . . .}, 

where n is a new name. Thus, the domain of the first solution contains infinitely many 
molecules, each with multiplicity 1, and the domain of the second solution contains 
one molecule, with multiplicity w. 

The following two lemmas show that the semantic relation is in fact a total function 
modulo a bijective renaming of the new names. We start with totality. 

Lemma 4. For every P there exists S such that P + S. 
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Proof. See Section 7. 0 

It is easy to show that for process terms P that do not contain any restrictions, this 
S is unique (and new(S) = 0). In general, functionality is modulo bijective renamings 
of new names. If S is a solution and f : new(S) -+ New, then we tacitly assume that 
f is extended to a function from N U New U N into itself by defining f(n) = x for 
every x not in new(S). Then, as usual, f(S) denotes the value for S of the extension 
of this f as defined in Section 4. 

Lemma 5. Ij-P + S, then P + S’ if and only if there exists a bijection f : new(S) + 
new(S’) such that f(S) = S'. 

Proof. See Section 7. Cl 

As can easily be proved, the relation between solutions S and S’ that holds when 
f(S) = S’ for some bijection f : new(S) + new(S’) is an equivalence relation, The 
above lemmas show that the semantic relation associates an equivalence class of solu- 
tions with each process term. Intuitively, the solutions in one such equivalence class are 
just “isomorphic copies” of each other. Thus, rule (Sl ) can be understood as follows: 
if St is the meaning of PI and S2 is the meaning of Pz, then Si U Sl is the meaning 
of PI 1 P2, where Si and Si are “disjoint copies” of Si and &, respectively. Similarly 
for (S4): if S is the meaning of P, then UiEN Si is the meaning of !P, where the Si 
are mutually disjoint copies of S. 

Note that a process term such as (vx)(x(y).O 1 ~z.0) has uncountably many mean- 
ings {n(-).0,Ez.0}, n E New, because we have taken New to be uncountable. How- 
ever, even if New would be countable (which would be possible with a number 
of technical changes), then still a process such as !(vx)(x(y).O 1 Fz.0) would have 
uncountably many meanings {nl(-).0,Tiiz.0, nz( -).0,55z.0,. . .} with {nt, n2, . . .} & 
New. 

As just observed above, all meanings S of a process P are “isomorphic”. In fact, 
every bijection f : new(S) + new(S’) can be extended to a bijection f from N U 
New U N to itself, which then extends to a bijection f from Mol to itself such that 
St + S2 is a basic transition of Mrc if and only if f(S,) + f(&) is one. In other 
words, f is an isomorphism from the multiset transition system (or Petri net) MIZ to 
itself, which transforms S into S’. This implies that S and S’ have the same concurrent 
behaviour in Mrr. 

The next, important, lemma shows that the semantic relation is compositional with 
respect to substitution: {S 1 P[z/y] =s S} = {S[z/y] ( P + S}. This implies that the 
multiset congruence Z~ is also a congruence with respect to substitution. 

Lemma 6. Let y,z E N. 
(1) If P =s S, then P[z/y] + S[z/y]. 
(2) Zf P[z/y] + S’, then there exists S such that P =s- S and S’ = S[z/y]. 
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Proof. See Section 7. 0 

We finally observe that it is not clear whether there is an easy characterization of 
those solutions that are the semantics of some process term. We have already mentioned 
some properties of such a solution S: S has bounded depth, every occurrence of a 
number in S is bound by a schematic guard, and, by Lemma 3, fn(S) fl N is finite. 
These properties are, however, not sufficient. 

6. Main results 

(A) The semantic relation + is a strong bisimulation between the transition systems 
of the small n-calculus and the multiset n-calculus Mn. 

(B) For process terms P and Q of the small 7r-calculus, if P G Q (i.e., P and Q are 
structurally congruent), then P =m Q (i.e., P and Q are multiset congruent). 

The proofs of these results are given in Section 7. In Section 7 we also prove (in 
Lemma 9) that !(P 1 Q) E, !P 1 !Q, !!P 3, !P, !O 3, 0, and (vx)g.P E,,, g.(vx)P 
provided x does not occur in g. It should be clear from Lemmas 4 and 5 that E,,, 
= (*)-I 0 (*). Th us, it follows from (A) and the well-known closure of strong 
bisimulations under composition and inverse, that the multiset congruence --m is a 
strong bisimulation: if P =m Q, then P and Q are strongly bisimilar in the transition 
system of the small n-calculus. From that point of view one may then safely add 
P E Q to the laws of structural congruence (in the sense that the STRUCT rule will 
not change their behaviour). Let the extended small n-calculus be defined by adding 
the following laws to the definition of structural congruence: 

(3.2) !(P ] Q) = !P ] !Q, 

(3.3) !!P = !P, 

(3.4) !O E 0, and 

(2.4) (vx)g.P E g.(vx)P provided x does not occur in g. 

Note that, altogether, structural laws (3.1)-(3.4) deal with replication, and structural 
laws (2.1)-(2.4) deal with restriction, The remaining laws deal with a-conversion (law 
(IX)) and parallel composition (laws (1 , 1 )-( 1.3)). 

(A’) The semantic relation + is a strong bisimulation between the transition systems 
of the extended small rc-calculus and the multiset x-calculus Mrt. 

(B’) For process terms P and Q of the extended small n-calculus, P E Q (i.e., P 
and Q are structurally congruent) if and only if P E,,, Q (i.e., P and Q are multiset 
congruent). 

(C’) For process terms P and Q of the extended small rc-calculus, it is decidable 
whether or not P G Q (i.e., whether or not P +, Q). 

The proofs of (A’) and the only-if part of (B’) are given in Section 7. The if-part 
of (B’), and (C’), are the main results of [lo]. 
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Note that the three new replication laws (3.2)-(3.4) do not hold in the (ordinary) 
small n-calculus, because structural congruence preserves the number of replications. If 
one adds the first law only, then structural congruence preserves the nesting depth of 
replication, and so the other two laws still do not hold. However, intuitively all three 
structural laws should hold if one recalls that !P stands for w (i.e., infinitely many) 
copies of P. Clearly, w copies of P and Q is the same as o copies of P and o copies 
of Q, w copies of o copies of P is the same as o copies of P (because w . w = w, 
viewing w as No), and o copies of nothing is nothing. The original structural law (3.1) 
for replication is based on the fact that 1 + o = o. It is also easy to see that the new 
restriction law (2.4) does not hold in the small rc-calculus; it should hold for the same 
reasons that structural law (2.3) should hold. 

Extending structural congruence implies, by the STRUCT rule, that also the transition 
relation + of the small rc-calculus is extended. Thus, in the transition system of the 
extended small rr-calculus there are more transitions possible than in the transition 
system of the ordinary small n-calculus. However, by results (A) and (A’), the relation 
= _-m = (=X)-I o (+) is a strong bisimulation between these two transition systems. 
Hence, since P E, P, every process term P in the one transition system is strongly 
bisimilar to P in the other transition system. Thus, modulo strong bisimilarity, the 
behaviour of all processes is the same in both transition systems. 

We now illustrate results (A) and (B) with an example. P and Q are two friends 
who want to go fishing. P knows a nice spot where there are many fish, and he sends Q 
the address. Then they pack their bags, meet at the address, and throw out their fishing 
rods. There is also a supply B of two (empty) bags. Finally, there is a jealous friend R 
who would like to go fishing with P in the place of Q, but does not know the address. 
In the following formalization, we abbreviate, for any name a, the guards a(d) and 
Zd by a and a, respectively, where d is a dummy name: a and a are communications 
in which the name that is sent, is irrelevant. Now P = 3.0 1 s.(vy)(b.y.F.O 1 ?y.O), 
Q = x(y).b.yF.O, B = 5.0 1 5.0, and R = 77.0. 

Consider the process term PI = P 1 Q I B I R. Then PI + S1 with 

St = {s.0,s.{b.{n.{r.0}},~n.0},n(-).{b.{i.{r.0}}},b.0,~.0,y.r.0} 

and n E New. Let us now consider the behaviour of PI and Si in their respective 
transition systems. First, there is just one possible transition: P sends the address to 
Q. This is the transition P1 --) P2, where 

P2 = 0 I (vy)(b.y.r.O 1 Xy.0) I Q I B I R. 

Now P2 E PG s P;, where 

P; = (vy)(b.y.r.O 1 Xy.0) I x(z).bZ.F.O ) B ) R 

by the structural laws (1.1) and (a), removing 0 and a-converting Q, and 

P; = (vy)(b.y.r.O I Xy.0 1 x(z).bfi.O,l B) I R 
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by the structural law (3.1), extending the scope of (vy). Hence (by STRUCT) also 
P, + Pt. In Mrr the corresponding transition is Si + SZ, where 

s, = {b.{n.{~.0)),x~.0,~(-).{b.{i.{r.0}}},b.0,~.0,y.r.0}. 

Clearly, PZ + S2, Pi + &, and Pl + &. This illustrates both result (A) and result 
(H). 

Next, several things can happen in parallel: P packs his bags, and Q first receives 
the address and then also starts packing. The transition in which Q receives the address 
is in the small rr-calculus Pi + P3, where 

P3 = (vy)(b.y.r.O 1 0 1 b.jW.0 1 B) 1 R, 

and, by structural law (1.1 ), 

P3 E P; = (vy)(b.y.r.O 1 b.jF.0 I 8.0 1 b.0) ) R. 

In Mz the transition is S2 + Ss, where 

s, = {b.{n.{r.0}},b.{Ti.{r.0}},li0,b.0,y.r.0}. 

Then there are two transitions in which P and Q pack their bags. In the small n- 
calculus they are Pi --+’ Ps, where PS = (vy)(y.?.O I y.F.0) I R and in Mx they are 
Ss +2 Ss, where Ss = {n.{F.0},Ti.{~.0},~.7-.0}. Finally, P and Q meet at the address 
of P and throw out their fishing rods. In the small 7r-calculus this is the transition 
Ps --+ Ps, where P6 = (vy)(~.O ) 7.0) I R = 7.0 I r.0 I R and in MK it is SS + Sg, where 
& = {r.0,F.0,jxr.0}. 

One of the nice aspects of multiset transition systems (i.e., Petri nets) is that there 
is a natural notion of parallel computation of the system (unfortunately of-ten called 
a “process” in Petri net terminology), see, e.g., [23,12,8]. A picture of such a par- 
allel computation neatly shows the concurrencies and dependencies between the basic 
transitions that occur during a run of the system. In Fig. 2 a picture is shown of the 
parallel computation of the example solution Si, described above. The ovals repre- 
sent molecules, and the rectangles represent the basic transitions. For a basic transition 
(S,S’) represented by a rectangle, there are directed edges from the ovals representing 
the molecules in S to the rectangle, and from the rectangle to the ovals represent- 
ing the molecules in S’. The parallel computation naturally induces a partial order 
on the five basic transitions that occur during the computation: the address is sent 
by P before it is received by Q and before P packs his bags, Q receives the ad- 
dress before he packs his bags, and P and Q pack their bags before they meet at 
the address. There is no order between P packing bags and Q receiving the address, 
and there is no order between P and Q packing bags. Thus, the parallel computation 
gives a much better insight in what happens “in real life” than the above sequence of 
transitions. 
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receive address 

Fig. 2. Picture of a parallel computation in Mn. 

7. Proofs 

Lemma 4. For every P there exists S such that P + S. 

Proof. We prove that for every process term P and every countably infinite set WCNew 
there exists a solution S such that P + S and new(S) G W. This is done by induction 
on the structure of P. It is obvious for P = 0 by (SO). 

Parallel composition: P = PI ( P2. Partition W into two countably infinite sets Wi 
and IV,. By induction there exist Si and S2 such that PI + S1 and P2 + S2 with 
new(&) C Wi and new(&) G FV2. Since new(S) fl new(&) = 0, we obtain, by (Sl), 
that PI 1 PZ =+ SI U S2 with new(Si U SX) = new(&) U new(&) G W. 

Restriction: P = (vx)Q. Take n E W arbitrarily. By induction there exists S such 
that Q + S and new(S) C IV - {n}. Hence, by (S2), (vx)Q + S[n/x] and new(S[n/x]) 
C new(S) U {n} C W. 

Guard P = g.Q. By induction Q + S with new(S) C W. Then, by (S3), g.P + 
{g.S} with new({g.S}) = new(S) C_ W. 

Replication: P = !Q. Partition W into a countably infinite number of countably 
infinite sets Wi, i E N. By induction there exist Si such that Q =+ Si and new($) c Wi. 
By (S4), !Q + UiENSi and new(lJi,,Si)C Ui FI’i = W. 0 
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Lemma 5. If P + S, then P + S’ if and only if there exists a bijection f : new(S) -+ 
new(S’) such that f(S) = S’. 

Proof. The proof is by induction on the definition of the semantic relatiorr +-, i.e., by 
induction on the structure of P. The case 0 3 0 is obvious. 

Parallel composition: PI 1 P2 + S, U Sz with PI + &, P2 + &, and new(&) n 
new(&) = 8. Note that new(Si U S2) = new(&) U new(&). 

(Only if). Assume that P + S’. By (Sl), S’ = Si U Si with PI + S[, P2 + Si, 
and new(Si) n new($) = 0. By induction there are bijections f i : new($) + new($) 
such that f i(S) = S,! for i = 1,2. Let f = f 1 U f2. Then f is a bijection from 
new(S) to new(S’). Since f i is the restriction of f to new(&), fi(Si) = f (Si) and so 
f(s)=f(sluS2)=f(Sl)Uf(Sz)=fl(Sl)Uf2(S2)=S~US~=S’. 

(If) Assume that f : new(&) U new(&) + new(S’) is a bijection with f(S1 U 

S2) = S’. Let fi be the restriction of f to new(&) and let S; = f;(Si). As above, 
f;(Si) = f (Si) and SO S’ = f (Sl) U f (5’2) = S{ U Si. Clearly, fi is a bijection from 
new(S) t0 f i(IleW(Sj)) = IleW(f i(Si)) = new(S,‘). Hence, by induction, Pi + S:. Since 
f i(new(Si)) n fz(new(S2)) = 8, this implies by (Sl) that P + S{ U Si = S’. 

Restriction: (vx)P~ + SI [n/x] with PI + S1 and n E New - new(Si ). This case is 
in fact quite similar to the previous one. 

(Only if). Assume that P + S’. By (S2), S’ = Si[m/x] with PI =s S[ and m E 
New - new($). By induction there is a bijection f 1 : new(&) + new($) such that 
f l(Sl ) = Si. We first consider the case that x $! fn(P1). Then also x $ fh(Si ), because 
PI +- SI implies that fn(P1) = fn(S,)flN by Lemma 3. Similarly x 4 I%(&). Hence, in 
this case, S’ = Si and S = Si which finishes the proof. Assume now that x E fn(P1). 
Then x E fn(Si) and x E fn(Si) by Lemma 3. Hence, new(S) = new(Si[n/x]) = 
new(Si) U {n} and new(S’) = new(S{[m/x]) = new(Si) U {m}. Let f = f 1 U {(n,m)}. 
Then f is a bijection from new(S) to new(S’). Moreover, f(S) = f(Sl[n/x]) = 
f (S1 )]m/xl = f l(S1 )]m/xl = S,‘[m/xl = S’. 

(If) Assume that f : new(Si[n/x]) -+ new(S’) is a bijection with f (Sl [n/x]) = S’. 
If x @ fn(P1), then Si[n/x] = Si by Lemma 3. Hence, by induction, PI + S’ and so, 
by (S2), P + S’[m/x] for any m E New - new(S’) (note that new(S’) is a proper 
subset of New). Since x 4 fn(S’) by Lemma 3, P =$ S’. Assume now that x E fn(P1). 
Then f : new(S) U {n} -+ new(S’). Let f 1 be the restriction of f to new(&), let 
m = f(n), and let S{ = f ,(Sl). Then S’ = f(Sl[n/x]) = fl(&)[m/x] = S[[m/x]. 
Clearly, f 1 is a bijection from new(Si ) to f i(new(Si )) = new( f I(& )) = new(S{ ). 
Hence, by induction, PI + Si. Since m 4 f i(new(Si)), we obtain from (S2) that 
(vx)P~ + S{[m/x] and so P + S’. 

Guard and replication: The case that P = g.Pl is straightforward (because the guard 
g does not contain new names), and the case that P = !Pl is very similar to the case 
that P = PI 1 P2. They are left to the reader. 0 

Lemma 6. Let y,z E N. 
(1) rf P + S, then P[z/y] + S[z/y]. 
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(2) If P[z/y] + S’, then there exists S such that P + S and S’ = S[z/y]. 

Proof. After proving (1 ), it is easy to show (2) with the previous lemmas, as follows. 
Assume that P[z/y] + S’. By Lemma 4 there exists Si such that P + S1. Then, by 

(l), P[z/yl * Sl[z/Yl* L emma 5 then implies that f(Si[z/y]) = S’ for some bijection 
f : new(S1[z/y]) + new(S’). Note that new(Si[z/y]) = new(S) because z, Y E N. Let 
S = f(Si). Then new(S) = S(new(&)). Hence f : new(&) + new(S). By Lemma 5 
(in the other direction) P + S. Moreover S[z/y] = f(Si)[z/y] = f(Si[z/y]) = 
S’. 

It remains to show (1). The proof is based on the fact that the substitution operation 
of Mn satisfies all the usual laws of substitution, as shown in Section 4. 

The proof is by induction on the length (i.e., the number of symbols) of P. We 
consider the usual cases of the syntactical form of P. Let P +- S. For P = 0 we obtain 
from (SO) that S = 0 and so P[z/y] = 0 + 8 = S[z/y]. 

Parallel composition: P = PI 1 Pz. From (Sl ) follows that S = Si US2 with PI + SI, 
P2 + Sz, and new(S) II new(&) = 0. By induction (because PI and P2 are shorter 
than P), Pl[z/y] + Sl[z/y] and Pz[z/y] + &[z/y]. Since new(&[z/Y]) = new(&), we 
obtain from (Sl) that P[z/y] = Pl[z/y] 1 P~[z/y] + Sl[z/y]~S2[z/y] = (Sl u&)[z/y] = 
S[z/yl. 

Restriction: P = (vx)P’. By (S2), S = S’[n/x] with P’ =+ S’ and n E New -new(S’). 
We consider three cases. 

(1) Y $! l%(P) = fn((vx)P’). Since P + S, also y $ fn(S) by Lemma 3. Then 
P[z/y] = P =s s = S[z/y]. 

(2) y E fn((vx)P’) and z # x. Note that y # x. By induction P’[z/y] =+- S’[z/y]. 
Then, by (S2), ((vx)P’)[z/y] = (vx)P’[z/y] + S’[z/y][n/x] which equals S’[n/x][z/y] = 
WYI- 

(3) y E fn((vx)P’) and z = x. Then ((vx)P’)[z/y] = (vw)P’[w/x][z/y] for some 
w E N with w $ fn(P’) and w # x. Note that w # y and, by Lemma 3, w $ fn(S’). By 
induction P’[w/x] + S’[w/x]. Again by induction (because P’[w/x] has the same length 
as P’), P’W~l[z/~l * S’b/~1[4~1. -I-h en, by (5421, JWYI = (vw)P’[w/~l[z/~l * 
S’W~l[z/yl[n/wl = ~‘W~lWwl[z/yl = S’[n/xl[z/yl = WYI. 

Sending guard: P = Ex.P’. By (S3), S = {iik.S’} with P’ =s- S’. Then, by induction 
and (S3), 

(~P’)rz/Yl = u[z/Y3n[z/YlP’[z/Yl * ~uWY~[z/Yl.S’rz/Yl~ 

= {ZX.S’}[z/y] = S[z/y]. 

Receiving guard: P = u(x).P’. By (S3), S = {u(x).S’} with P’ j S’. We consider 
three cases. We will use the substitution laws for guarded molecules that are listed at 
the end of Section 4. 

(1) Y $! fn((vx)P’), i.e., y 6 fn(P’)- {x}. H ence also y 4 fn(S’) - {x} by Lemma 3. 
Then P[z/y] = (u(x)S’)[z/y] = u[z/y](x).P’ * {u[z/y](x).S’} = {u(x).S’}[z/y] = 

WYI. 
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(2) y E fn((vx)P’) and z # n. Note that y # x. By induction and (S3), (u(x).P’)[z/y] 
= wYl(~)~‘wYl =+ ~~[z/yl(~).wYl~ = ~~(~).~‘~WYl = WYI. 

(3) y E fn((vx)P’) and z = x. Then (u(x).P’)[z/y] = u[z/y](w)P’[w/x][z/y] for 
some w E N with w +! fn(P’) and w # x. Note that w # y and, by Lemma 3, 
w 4 fn(S’). By induction (twice) P’[w/x][z/y] + S’[w/x][z/y]. Then, by (S3), P[z/y] = 
~~~/rl(~)~‘~~/~l~~/~l =S ~~~~/YI(~).~‘~~/~I~~/YI~ which equals ~~(w).~‘b/~lHz/~l = 
~~(~).~‘HZ/Yl = WYI. 

Replication: P = !P’. By (S4), S = UiEN Si with P’ + Si and new(&) n new(Sj) = 
0. Then, by induction and (S4), (!P’)[z/y] = !(P’[z/y]) + &Si[z/y] which equals 
(UiEN S)iz/Yl = s[zlYl’ ??

The proof of (A) is split into two parts: the left and the right part of the bisimulation. 
(AL) If P + S and P + P’, then there exists S’ such that S + S’ and P’ + S’. 
(AR) If P + S and S -t S’, then there exists P’ such that P + P’ and P’ =s- S’. 

In the proof of (AL) we need Lemmas 1 and 6, and we need (B) to handle the 
STRUCT rule. For this reason we start with the proof of (B). 

Theorem B. Zf P z Q, then P q,, Q. 

Proof. Since =m is a congruence, to prove that z G E,,, it sufhces to show that =,,, 
satisfies the laws (l)-(8) of structural congruence. 

(1) We have to show that P + Q implies P =m Q, where + denotes a-conversion 
of process terms. Since E, is a congruence, it follows from the properties of =a that 
it suffices to prove the following two special cases (a) and (b). 

(a) x(y).P + x(z).P[z/y] with z # h(P) and z # y. Assume first that x(y).P + S. 
By (S3), S = {x(y).T} with P + T. By Lemma 6(l), P[z/y] + T[z/y]. Hence, by 
(S3), x(z).P[z/y] + {x(z).T[z/y]}. Since z @ h(T) by Lemma 3, we have {x(z).T[z/y]} 
= {x(y).T} = S. H ence x(z).P[z/y] + S. Assume now that x(z).P[z/y] + S. By (S3), 
S = {x(z).T’} with P[z/y] =s T’. By Lemma 6(2), there exists a solution T such 
that P + T and T[z/y] = T’. By (S3), x(y).P =+- {x(y).T} and, since z $! h(T) by 
Lemma 3, {x(y).T} = {x(z).T[z/y]} = {x(z).T’} = S. 

(b) (vy)P E,,, (vz)P[z/y] with z 6 fn(P) and z # y. The proof is similar to the 
one of (a). Assume first that (vy)P + S. By (S2), S = T[n/y] with P =+- T and 
n E New - new(T). By Lemma 6( 1 ), P[z/y] + T[z/y]. Hence, by (S2), (vz)P[z/y] + 
T[z/y][n/z] = T[n/y] = S. Assume now that (vz)P[z/y] + S. By (S2), S = T’[n/z] 
with P[z/y] + T’ and n E New - new(T’). By Lemma 6(2), there exists T such that 
P =+ T and T[z/y] = T’. Note that new(T) = new( T’). Hence, by (S2), (vy)P + 
T[n/y]. Also T[n/y] = T[z/y][n/z] = T’[n/z] = S. 

(2)WeshowthatPIO~,P.IfP~Sthen,by(SO)and(Sl),PIO~SUQ)=S. 
If P ] 0 + S then S = Si U S2 with P + SI and 0 + S2. Hence S2 = 0 and so S = Si 
and P + S. 

(3)NextweshowthatPIQ~,QIP.LetPIQjS.By(Sl),S=S~US2with 
P =+ SI, Q + S2, and new($) n new(&) = 0. Then, by (Sl), Q ) P + SZ U Si = 
Si U S2 = S by the commutativity of multiset union. The other direction is symmetric. 
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(4) The proof of P 1 (Q 1 R) E,,, (P 1 Q) ] R IS similarly based on the associativity 
of multiset union. 

(5) To show that !P E,,, P 1 !P, consider first !P + S. By (S4), S = UiENSi 
with P + Si and all new(S) are disjoint. Then !P + UiEN $+I by (S4). Hence 
P I !P + & u UiENSi+l = UiENSi = S by (Sl). Next consider P I !P + S. Then 
S = Si u T with P + S1, !P + T, and new(&) n new(T) = 0. Hence T = UiEN Si+l 
with P =+ Si+l and the new(Si+i ) are mutually disjoint. This implies that the new(&), 
i E N, are mutually disjoint, and so !P + UiEN Si = S1 U UiEN Si+l = S1 U T = 
S. 

(7) We first show that (vx)P =m P if x 9 fn(P). If P + S, then take any n E 
New - new(S) (note that new(S) is a proper subset of New). Then (vx)P + S[n/x], 
but since x @ fn(S) by Lemma 3, S[n/x] = S. On the other hand, if (vx)P + S, then 
S = T[n/x] with P + T and n E New - new(T). Since x $! fn(T) by Lemma 3, 
T[n/x] = T and so S = T and P =+ S. 

(6) To show that (vx)(vy)P q,, (vy)(vx)P, with x # y, we may now assume, by 
the proof of case (7), that x,y E fn(P). Consider (vx)(vy)P + S. Then S = T[n/x] 
with (vy)P + T and n E New - new(T). Hence T = U[m/y] with P +- U and m E 
New - new(U). By Lemma 3, y E fn(U) and hence m E new(T). Thus, m # n. Now 
(vx)P + U[n/x] because new(U)Gnew(T). And (vy)(vx)P + U[n/x][m/y] because 
new( U[n/x]) G new(U) U {n}. S ince U[n/x][m/y] = U[m/y][n/x] = T[n/x] = S, we 
have (vy)(vx)P + S. The other part follows by symmetry. 

(8) We have to show that (vx)(P I Q) E, P 1 (vx)Q if x $2 f%(P). Again, by 
the proof of case (7), we may assume that x E fn(Q). Consider (vx)(P I Q) + S. 
Then S = T[n/x] with P I Q + T and n E New - new(T). Then T = S1 U SZ 
with P + 4, Q +- S2, and new(&) n new(&) = 0. Now (vx)Q + &[n/x] and 
P ) (vx)Q + Si u &[n/x]. S ince x $2 fn(Si) by Lemma 3, Si[n/x] = Si and so 
Si U &[n/x] = (Si U Sz)[n/x] = T[n/x] = S. Hence P I (vx)Q + S. The other part 
is similar, using the fact that x E fn(Q). Let P I (vx)Q =+ S. Then S = Si U T with 
P + S1, (vx)Q + T, and new(S) II new(T) = 0. Then T = &[n/x] with Q =+- Sz 
and n E New - new($). Now P I Q =+ Si U S2 and (vx)(P I Q) + (Si U &)[n/x]; 
note that since x E fn(S2) by Lemma 3, n E new(T) and so n $2 new(S). As above, 
(Si U &)[n/x] = Si U &[n/x] = Si U T = S, and so (vx)(P 1 Q) + S. 0 

Theorem AL. If P + S and P --f P’, then there exists S’ such that S --+ S’ and 
P’ * S’. 

Proof. Induction on the definition of P + P’. 
(COM) P + P’ is x(y)Pi I Xz.Pz + Pl[z/y] I Pz. By (Sl), S = Si U SZ with 

x(y).Pl =s S1, Zz.P2 + S2 and new($) O new(&) = 0. Then, by (S3), Si = {x(y).Si} 
and S2 = (Fz.5’~) with PI + Si and P2 + Si. Clearly, new(S;) = new(S), and hence 
new(Si) n new($) = 0. Thus, we have that 

x(y).P, ( FzP2 * s = {x(y).s;,~z.s;} with P1 + Si, P2 + S& and new(S,‘) n 
new($) = 0. 
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Now {x( y ).S; , Xz.S; } + Si[z/y] U SG = S’. It remains to show that P’ + S’. Since 
PI + Si, Lemma 6( 1) implies that PI [z/y] + S[[z/y]. Together with P2 +- Si, we 
obtain from (Sl ) that P’ = PI [z/y] ( P2 + Si [z/y] U Si = S’. 

(PAR) P + P’ is PI 1 P2 --) Pi 1 P2 with PI -t Pi, and the result holds for 
PI -+ P’, . Then S = S1 U S2 with PI =+ S1 and P2 + S2 and new(&) n new(&) = 8. 
By induction there exists Si such that St --) Si and Pi + S[. By the chemical law, 
S1 US2 + Si US2 = 5”. Since new($) C new(&) by Lemma 2, new(Si)nnew(&) = 8. 
Hence P’ = Pi ) P2 =+ Si U S2 = S’. 

@ES) P + P’ is (vx)Q + (vx)Q’ with Q --+ Q’ and the result holds for Q + Q’. 
By (S2), S = T[n/x] with Q + T and n E New -new(T). By induction there exists T’ 
such that T -+ T’ and Q’ + T’. By Lemma 1 it follows from T --Y T’ that T[n/x] -+ 
T’[n/x] = S’. From Q’ + T’ (and the fact that, by Lemma 2, new(T’) C new(T) and 
hence n $! new(T’)), it follows with (S2) that P’ = (vx)Q’ + T’[n/x] = S’. 

(STRUCT) P -+ P’ with Q -+ Q’, P E Q, and P’ E Q’, and the result holds for 
Q -+ Q’. By Theorem B, P + S and P E Q imply that Q =+ S. By induction there 
exists S’ such that S + S’ and Q’ + S’. Again by Theorem B, it follows from Q’ + S’ 
and P’zQ’ that P’+-S’. Cl 

To prove (AR) we need two key lemmas. In their proofs we use all the laws of 
structural congruence. We abbreviate [nr/xl] . * 1 [n,/x,] by [ni/xi]. For a guard g we 
denote by g[n/x] the guard obtained by replacing the free ocurrences of x by n, i.e., 
(u(u))[n/x] = u[n/x](v) and (Eu)[n/x] = u[n/x]v[n/x]. 

Lemma 7. Let F cN be jinite. If P + S and S = {g&} U S2, where g is a guard, 
then there exist x1 ,..., n, E N -F (m2O),q ,..., n, E new(S), a guard g’ ouer N, 
process terms Pl,P2, and solutions Si,Si such that 

P = (VXI ). . * (%)(S’-P1 I P2), 

g’[ni/Xi] = 9, PI * S[, Si[nj/Xi] = S1, P2 =9 Si, Si[ni/xi] = $5 new($) I7 new(S;) = 0, 
and nl,..., n, $ new($) U new($). 

Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of P. We consider the usual cases of 
P * S. It is trivial for 0 =+ 0. 

(Sl) P + S is Ql 1 Q2 + TIUTZ with QI + TI, Q2 + T2, and new(Tl)nnew(Tz) = 
8. Assume Tl = {g.$}U U and S2 = U UT2 (the case that g.S, is in T2 is symmetric). 
By induction, for Qi +- Tl with the finite set F, = F u fn(Q2), we obtain that Qt E 
(VXI ). . . (vxm)(g’.P1 1 R) with ni E new(Tt ), g’[ni/xi] = g, PI + S[, Si[ni/Xi] = Sl, 
R +- U’, U’[ni/Xi] = U, new($) f? new(U’) = 8, and ni $! new(Si) U new(U’). Since 
xi @ F1 and hence Xi @ fn(Qz), it follows that P = Ql 1 Q2 G 

(VXI ). . . (w&?‘.h I RI I Q2 = (VXI ). . . (vxm)(g’.P, ) R I Q2> 

by structural laws (1.2), (1.3) and (2.3). Let P2 = R ( Q2 and Si = U’ U Tz. Then 
P2 =+ S$ because new( U’) & new(U) c new( T, ), and Si[n;/xi] = U’[ni/Xi] U Tz[ni/Xi] = 
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U U T2 = Sz because xi 6 fn( TZ ) by Lemma 3. Furthermore new(S[ ) II new($) = 
0 because new($) II new(U’) = 0 and new(Si) n new(T2) = 0, where the latter 
holds because new(SI ) C new(Sr ) g new( Tl ) and new( Tl ) I-I new( T2) = 0. Finally, ni $! 
new(Si) because ni $ new(U’) and ni # new(T2), where the latter holds because 
ni E new(Tr ). 

(S2) P =+ S is (vx)Q + T[n/x] with Q + T and n $! new(T). We first observe that 
we may assume that x is not bound in g and that x 4 F. Otherwise we could consider 
a suitable or-equivalent P’ = (vw)Q[ w x instead of P. Then P’ E P by structural / ] 
law (a), and hence P’ + S by Theorem B. Also, the induction hypothesis holds for 
Q[w/x] because it is shorter than P. 

In the case that x $! fn(Q) we are ready by induction, because then P = (vx)Q G Q 
by structural law (2.2), and, since x $ fn(T) by Lemma 3, S = T[n/x] = T. 

Now assume that x E fn(Q). Consider T[n/x] = {g.&} U &. Since, as discussed 
above, x is not bound in g, T = T[n/x][x/n] = {g[x/n].Sl[x/n]} U &[x/n] by the 
third property of guarded molecules mentioned at the end of Section 4. Hence T = 
{h.Tl} UT2, with h[n/x] = g, T~[n/x] = SI, and Tz[n/x] = &. By induction, for Q + T 
with the same F, it follows that Q = (vxr). . ~(vxm)(h’.P~ ) P2) with ni E new(T), 
h’[ni/xi] = h, PI + Si, Si[ni/Xi] = Tl, P2 + Si, and Si[ni/xi] = T2. Then P = 
(vx)Q E (vx~).. . (vx,,,)(vx)(~‘.~~ ( P2) by structural law (2.1), with h’[ni/xi][n/x] = 
h[n/x] = g and Sj[ni/xi][n/x] = c[n/x] = 5”. Furthermore n $! new($) because 
new($) c new(Tj) C new(T). Finally, n E new(T[n/x]) because x E fir(Q) = fn(T)nN 
(by Lemma 3). 

(S3) P + S is g.P, + {g.&} with PI + SI. Let S2 = 8 and PZ = 0. Then 
P E g.Pl ) 0 by structural law (1 .l ), with m = 0, g’ = g, S{ = Sr , and $ = S2. 

(S4) P + S is !Q =+ UiEN Ti with Q + K. Since this case is very similar to 
case (Sl ), we do not consider all details. Assume that TI = {g.& } U U and S2 = 
U U UiEN c+, . By induction, for Q =+ Tl, we obtain that Q E (vxr ). . . (vxm)(g’.P1 ( 
R). It follows that 

I  P = !Q E Q 1 !Q = (vx+-(vx,)(g’.P, (R ] !Q) 

by structural law (3.1). NOW let P2 = R ( !Q and Si = U’ U UiEN Ti+l. 0 

By applying Lemma 7 twice, in a rather straightforward way, we obtain the following 
lemma, to be used in the proof of (AR). 

Lemma 8. Zf P 3 {g~&,g2.&} U S3, where g1 and g2 are guards, then there exist 
xl ,..., x,,, E N (m>O),nl,..., n, E New, guara5 g{, g$ over N, terms PI, P2, P3, and 
solutions S[,S&S; such that 

P = (w)-+%&&JJ1 I sp2 I P3), 

gi[ni/xi] = gl,gi[ni/xt] = g2,Pj +- Si and S’[ni/xi] = Sj for j = 1,2,3, the sets 
new($) are mutually disjoint, and nl,. . . ,n, 61 new(Si) U new($) U new($). 
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Proof. Let T = { gz.Sz} U S3. Since P + {gl .S, } U T, we obtain from Lemma 7, 
with F consisting of fin together with the bound name in g2 if it has one, that 
P G (Vx1)..*(Vxk)(gi.P1 ( Q) and g{[ni/xi] = 91, P1 + S[, Sl[ni/xi] = S1, Q + T’, 
T’[ni/xi] = T, new($) fl new(T’) = 8, and ni 4 new($) U new(T’). NOW T[xi/ni] = 
T’[ni/xi][xi/ni] = T’ because ni $ new(T’). Hence Q =+- T[xi/ni] and, since xi is not 
bound in 92 (because Xi is not in F), T’ = T[xi/ni] = (h2.T~) U T3 with h2 = g2[Xi/ni], 
Tz = Sz[xi/ni], and T3 = S3[xi/ni]. Applying Lemma 7 to Q + (h2.T~) U T3, with 
F’ = {x1 ,. . .,xk} U fn(giSl), we obtain that Q E (vyi). .. (vyp)(gkP;! 1 P3) and 
mi E new(T’), g~[mi/yil = h2, f’2 * $, $[milYi] = T2, P3 * $, $[mi/yil = T3, 

new(S;) fl new(Si) = 8, and mi $! new($) U new($). Since the y’s are different from 
the X’S and yi 4 fn(g’,.Pl), we get 

P = tw4w)(s;.p1 I bwP~vYp)(g;~2 I P3)) 

5 (VYl). . . (vyp)(w ). . . wk)(g;.P1 I s&P2 I P3). 

It can now be checked that all requirements are fnlfilled. First, gi[mi/yi][ni/xi] = 
g{[ni/xi] = 91 because yi does not OCCLX free in 9;; also gG[mi/yi][ni/xi] = hz[ni/xi] = 
g2[xi/ni][ni/xi] = 92 because xi $ fn(P) and hence xi does not OCCUT free in 92 by 
Lemma 3. For similar reasons, Si[mi/yi][%/xi] = Si[ni/xi] = Si and, for i = 2,3, 
S,![mi/yi][n</xi] = Tj[ni/xi] = Sj[xi/ni][ni/xi] = Sj. Next we observe that, for i = 2,3, 
new($) 5 new(Tj) G new(T’). This implies that the sets new($) are mutually disjoint 
for j = 1,2,3 and that ni 4 new($) U new($) U new($). Also, since mi E new(T’), 
mi $ new($). 0 

Theorem AR. If P + S and S -+ S’, then there exists P’ such that P -+ P’ and 
P’ * S’. 

Proof. First we observe that, by Lemma 3, fn(S) n N = fn(P) and so fn(S) n N c N. 
Consequently, as argued near the end of Section 4, the transition S + S’ is the result 
of communication of two guarded molecules, i.e., 

S = {x(y).St,Xz.S2} U Ss and S’ = Si [z/y] U S2 U S3. 

By Lemma 8, P E (VX~ ) . . . ( vxm)(x’(y).P1 1 X’z’.P2 I P3) with xi # y and with the 
properties mentioned in that lemma. Hence (using STRUCT) P + P’ where P’ = 
(vxl ) . . . (vxm)(P1 [z’/y] I P2 1 P3). It remains to show that P’ s- S’. Since PI + 
Si, PI [z//y] =k- S,‘[z’/y] by Lemma 6( 1). Hence, using the properties of new($) in 
Lemma 8, P’ + (Si [Z//Y] USi US$)[ni/xi] = S~[z’/y][ni/xi] US2 US3. Since z’[ni/xi] = Z, 

S{[Z’/y][ni/xi] = S~[ni/xi][z/y] = S1 [Z/Y]. Hence P’ + Sl [Z/Y] U S2 U S3 = S’. 0 

This completes the proof of (A). Next we show that the new structural laws (3.2H3.4) 
and (2.4) are valid for multiset congruence. 

Lemma 9. !(P 1 Q) E,,, !P I !Q, !!P sm !P, !O -m 0, and (vx)g.P =m g.(vx)P provided 
x does not occur in g. 
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Proof. We prove the equivalences one by one. 
!(P 1 Q) =m !P 1 !Q. C onsider !(P 1 Q) + S. Then S = lJiEN Si with P 1 Q + Si for 

every i E N, and all new(&) are disjoint. Then Si = c U Vi with P + I; and Q + Ui 
and new(c) n new(Ui) = 8. By (S4), !P + Ui Ti and !Q + lJi Vi. Hence, by (Sl), 
!P 1 !Q =+ Ui I;: U Ui Ui = Ui(c U Ui) = U,Si = S, and SO !P 1 !Q + S. Note that 
the equality Ui c u Ui Ui = U,(c u Vi) follows from the (general) associativity of 
multiset union. In the other direction, if !P I !Q + S then S = T U U with !P + T 
and !Q + U. Then T = Ui Ti with P + Ti and U = Ui Ui with Q +- Vi. By (Sl ), 
PIQ~TiUUiandso,by(S4),!(PIQ)~UUi(~UUi)=UiI;:UUiUi=TUU=S. 
Hence !(P I Q) =s S. 

!!P srn !P. Consider !!P + 5’. Then S = lJiENSi with !P + Si for all i, and the 
new(&) are mutually disjoint. Hence, for every i, Si = UjEN Si,j with P + Si,j for all 
j, and the new(Si,j) are mutually disjoint. Let c : N x N -+ N be a bijection. Define, 
for k E N, Tk = &l(k), i.e., Tc(ij) = Si,j. Since P =+ Tk for all k, and the new(Tk) 
are mutually disjoint, !P +- U kEN Tk* But S = IJiEN & = IJiEN IJjEN &,j = UkEN fi 
by (general) associativity of multiset union. And so !P + S. In the other direction, 
consider !P +- S. Then S = lJkEN Tk with P +- Tk for every k. Define Si,j = Tc(ij), 
and, for every i, St = UjEN St,j. Then, for every i, !P + 5’i. Hence !!P + UiEN Si = S. 

!O q,, 0. This follows from the obvious fact that if Si = 8 for all i, then UiENSi = 8. 
If x doe; not occur in g, then (vx)g.P E,,, g.(vx)P. Clearly, (vx)gP + {g.S}[n/x] 

for all S and n such that P + S and n $ new(g.S). Also, g.(vx)P + {g.S[n/x]} for 
all S and n such that P + S and n $ new(S). Now new(g.S) = new(S). Moreover, 

W9Wl = M+l44~1~ b ecause x does not occur bound in g (see the third prop- 
erty of guarded molecules mentioned at the end of Section 4), and {g[n/x].S[n/x]} = 
{g.S[n/x]} because x does not occur free in g. 0 

It is easy to see from the proofs in this section that after adding any number of laws 
P E Q to structural congruence, provided P E,,, Q, results (A) and (B) are still valid. 
For result (B) this is obvious. Since the STRUCT-case of the proof of Theorem AL 
depends on result (B) only, Theorem AL remains valid. Theorem AR remains valid 
because the transition relation of the small rr-calculus has only become larger. 

Thus, by Lemma 9, adding in particular the laws (3.2), (3.3), (3.4), and (2.4) to 
structural congruence, we have proved result (A’) and the only-if part of result (B’). 

8. Conclusion 

It would be nice to extend result (A) to the labeled transition system of the small 
rr-calculus, with labels r, x(y), %z, and (VZ)ZZ. This raises the problem of finding a 
suitable notion of strong bisimulation between the labeled transition system of the small 
n-calculus and a correspondingly labeled transition system of the multiset n-calculus 
Mrc. Lemma 6( 1) suggests that the semantic mapping could be an open bisimulation, 
in the sense of [24]. 
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Also, one would like to extend the whole approach (a multiset semantics for which 
structural congruence is sound and complete) to CCS and the ml1 rt-calculus. The 
addition of choice (+) to the small rt-calculus in its full generality would ruin our 
approach, due to the possible presence of parallel composition in a choice context 
(see [7,22] for quite complicated solutions to this well-known problem). However, 
this paper can be extended in a straightforward way to guarded choice, in particular 
to the (monadic) rr-calculus presented in [ 171. Let us look at some of the details of 
this extension. We first add guarded choice to the small rr-calculus (cf. [18]). Replace 
the syntactic rules P ::= g.P where g = Xy or g = x(v), by the rules P ::= N, 
N ::= N + N, and N ::= g.P. This allows us to write guarded choices of the form 
gi .Pl + . . . + g,.Pn with n > 1. Extend structural congruence with the commutative and 
associative laws for +, and replace the COM axiom by 

(N + X(YM I W’ + 52.Q> + WYI I Q- 

We now indicate the changes to be made to Mrt. Solutions and molecules are redefined 
as follows. 

(1) A solution is a multiset over the set of molecules. 
(2) A molecule is a pair +.C, where C is a finite multiset of choices. 
(3) A choice is a pair g.S, where g is a schematic guard and S is a solution. 

The basic transitions of Mrc are now of the form 

{+.(C U {x(-).S}),+.(C’ U {Xz.S’})} -+ dec(S[z/l]) U 8’. 

Finally, the following two rules are added to the definition of the semantic relation: 

(S5) If N + C, then P + {+.C}. 

(S6) If Ni + Ci and N2 + C2, then Nt + N2 + Ct U C2 
provided new( Ci ) n new( Cz) = 0. 

We claim that all further details can be worked out in a straightforward way. 
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